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Season Plan for 3 to 5-Year-Olds 

At these ages, children need understanding and skills to enable them to play 

a game. Tactically, this means helping them to see the need to play good 

pass defense and play as a team, as well as learning individual skills. We 

give an overview on the next page you can use as a weekly guide. It reflects 

the tactics and skills, rules and traditions, and fitness and character 

development concepts that you should cover. 

Overview of the Season Plan 

The Season Plan on the next page provides a weekly guide and addresses 

tactical and skill components, and other activities fully detailed in the 

Practice Plans document. The Season Plan has five components: 

 Purpose: The purpose of the practice is your main focus. 

 Tactics and Skills:  Tactics are knowing what to do during the game 

(and when to do it), and they require an understanding of the 

problems faced by each team during the game and how those 

problems can be solved. Ways to maintain possession of the ball would 

be tactics. Skills are the physical skills traditionally taught, such as 

controlling the ball during play. 

 Rules and Traditions: You will teach the rules of the sport to young 

children gradually, as part of playing games and learning skills. 

Traditions are those unwritten rules that players follow to be courteous 

and safe, such as raising your hand when you foul someone or playing 

cooperatively with the others on your team. 

 Fitness Concepts: Even young children can understand some simple 

concepts about health and fitness, such as the idea that exercise 

strengthens your heart, so some of these are suggested as the focus 

for brief discussions during practice. 

 Character Development Concepts: The four core values—caring, 

honesty, respect, and responsibility—can all be related to many 

situations arising while playing team sports. For example, playing 

cooperatively with teammates shows that you care about them. Again, 

we’ll suggest some specific ideas for briefly discussing character 

development values. 

 



	  

	  
	  

referenced in the YMCA's "Coaching Flag Football" online course.
Note:  The plan is for use with the 3 to 5-year-old age group 



"Coaching Flag Football" online course.

Note:  The plans in this Chapter are for use with the
3 to 5-year-old age group referenced in the YMCA's
















































































